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Pesticide Manager: 
Take control of your supply chain 

pesticide usage



Pesticide Manager from Muddy Boots is a 

simple yet rigorous online PPU (Proposed 

Pesticide Usage) management system. It 

links to the Fera and Homologa databases 

to provide an industry standard platform 

for your PPU approval and submission 

process. 

The application of pesticides in the production 

of food is strictly regulated to ensure that they 

don’t pose any risk to the health of consumers or 

the people who apply them, or cause any harm 

to animals and the environment. 

Connecting via the cloud, your supply chain 

partners can create, share and monitor PPUs 

in a more efficient and collaborative way. With 

easy access to this data, you can quickly 

identify and mitigate any risks, giving you and 

your customers the confidence that your supply 

chain is meeting legal and technical standards.

As a module of Greenlight Supplier Approval, 

Pesticide Manager provides a very similar user 

interface. It utilises the same supply chain 

architecture to generate significant efficiencies 

for organisations already using Greenlight 

Supplier Approval.

What is Pesticide Manager?

PPUs can be created by any supply chain 

member and shared with necessary parties for 

approval.

An easy search-and-select box saves users 

administrative time when creating PPUs as they 

don’t have to scan through endless lists to find 

their pesticide. 

Access to additional pesticide-related data 

such as Active Ingredient, MRL and Harvest 

Interval from over 70 countries. This is regularly 

updated and pulled through from the Fera and 

Homologa databases. 

A full audit trail facilitates data integrity and 

provides your due diligence. 

PPUs can be approved or rejected, with automatic 

notifications sent back to the grower with your 

comments, facilitating two-way communication. 

Validate PPUs against your own custom 

pesticide policies as well as legal approval 

based upon crop  and country combination.

Digital derogations allow exceptions to policy to 

be managed effectively throughout the season.

Dashboard filters let you instantly see where 

certain pesticides and active ingredients are 

used in your supply base, flags non compliance 

and highlights any risk.

How it works:
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“We adopted the integrated Pesticide 

Manager module, which operates 

within Greenlight Supplier Approval, 

to automatically validate compliance 

and capture pesticide data across 

our farming base. This innovative 

development allows us to drive 

environmental optimisation on farm and 

reduce our ecological footprint, whilst 

maintaining quality and availability for 

our customers.” 

Customer 
feedback

Alan Wilson,  
Technical Manager Agronomy




